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You’re a Busy Person




As a business owner, it’s not necessary to master every role. Let us take care of your accounting needs, assist with financial matters, and provide guidance on business-related queries like:




	“How much should I pay myself?”
	“How much will I need to pay in taxes?”
	“What should my cash reserve be?”
	“How much do I price my product/service?”
	“How do I ensure my company has enough money to pay expenses?”
	“How do I meet my profit targets?”





Our Accounting Services will help you answer these questions.





Schedule a Call
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Engage




Connect with us for customized accounting services that begin with a comprehensive financial health evaluation.








Enlighten




Gain personalized insights as we dissect and demystify your financial data, providing a clear picture and understanding of your financial standing.








Empower




Armed with tailored strategies and financial foresight, make decisions that ensure the stability and growth of your business with newfound confidence.


















Case Studies and Testimonials






Case Study – Home Remodeler




We worked with a construction company, and after a few months, we noticed their bank account never grew, even though they saw an increase in sales.




We decided to dig into it a little and found they were profitable in most jobs, but occasionally, they would have a job that not only lost money but knocked out all the profits they had gained from the other jobs.




When we dug into it a little further, we found that they were consistent in estimating the labor costs but were all over the place in estimating their material costs.




This led to a change in the commission structure with the sales team and a push to make sure sales were also offering a manageable number of discounts on the materials involved.
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More Case Studies and Testimonials






Summary of Services






At Main Street Ledger, we understand that each business has unique accounting needs. While our structured packages provide a glimpse into our pricing, we emphasize that most companies require bespoke solutions. Our expertise is crafting custom accounting strategies, meticulously combining elements from various service levels to meet your requirements. 




Whether you need a blend of transactional management and strategic financial planning, we are committed to delivering the ideal accounting service package for your business. 




Contact us for a personalized consultation, and let’s tailor a solution that aligns with your financial goals.










Foundation









	Day-to-day bookkeeping
	Review Transactions for accuracy.
	Account balance reconciliation
	Support: Unlimited
	Software: QuickBooks Online













Growth









	Includes Foundation
	Payroll Admin
	Sales Tax
	Basic Financial Reporting 













Fractional CFO









	Includes Essentials and Growth
	Budgeting and Forecasting
	Cash Flow Management
	Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
	Industry-Related Reporting Needs
	CFO Advisory and Tax Planning
	Software: Additional as needed





















Schedule a Call
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Main Street Ledger was founded to fill the financial leadership needs of small and medium-sized businesses to bridge the gap staffing a bookkeeper or accountant can’t fill. 




Our primary service is that of a Fractional CFO with the supporting services of a Bookkeeper and Accountant. 




Advisory Services include Budgeting, Forecasting, Cash Flow Management, KPI tracking, and Tax Planning.








About




Our area of accounting expertise is construction and real estate. 




Envision managing your business with the expertise of a CFO behind you, where accurate financial assessments lead to profitable projects, sustained growth, and a solid reputation for your business in the industry.




Reach out for a consultation, and let’s start building your business’s financial success.





Learn More
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